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Parents Sue School District How to quelch Success
Over 'Cootie Shots' "\-ft•\.California State School Board
NOVATO, CA-A
group ofparents
daddies. They were shown a new verfiled suit earlier this year against the Nova to sion of the fairytale, Rapunzel, in which
Unified School District for subjecting
Rapunzel cuts her hair and runs away
children as young as seven to skits, sto- with her girlfriend. After witnessing this
ries, and poems containing pro-gay
assembly, a 3'd-grade girl asked her fathemes without prior notice
ther if she were a lesbian. "I
or consent. The suit alleges
like girls better than boys," the
that the school district violated
child explained.
the parents' constitutional
"After the assemblies took
right to direct the upbringing
place, some of the concerned
of their children and their free
parents went to the schools to
exercise of religion.
inquire why the school district
Entitled Cootie Shots:
had not complied with their exTheatrical
Inoculations
plicit opt-out requests from
Against Bigotry, these presuch presentations," the PJI
sentations were developed by
stated in a press release.
Fringe Benefits, a coalition of
School officials responded that
Brad Dacus
theater activists "dedicated to
many of the opt-out forms
building bridges between gay, lesbian, bi- were "missing."
sexual and trans gender (GLBT) youth and
The PJI and others believe such pretheir straight peers, teachers and parents."
sentations will become more and more
According to the Pacific Justice Institute common as state "diversity" laws, includ(PJI), which filed the lawsuit on behalf ing AB 53 7, the California Student Safety
of the parents, Cootie Shots was followed & Violence Prevention Act of 2000, and
by question-and-answer sessions about AB 1785 and AB 1931 which address cowhat constitutes "normal" families and called "hate violence,"are implemented.
about acceptance of those who choose
"This lawsuit is the first in a major
the homosexual lifestyle.
litigation campaign to combat school disAccording to parents, children learned tricts attempting to undermine the statuthat there are all kinds of"farnilies"; some tory and constitutional rights of parents
with two mommies and some with two
(See Skits, page 4)

would nullify Proposition 227
SACRAMENTO, CA- The Califor- and many eventually dropped out of
nia State School Board voted in February school.
to approve new regulations that would esOne of the state board's proposed new
sentially overturn Proposition 227, the regulations would strip parents of the right
dramatically successful measure that to decide whether their children should
ended bilingual education in 1998 and remain in bilingual programs and would
caused immigrant children's
instead place that responsibiltest scores to skyrocket. Limity in the hands of teachers.
ited English 2ndgraders not in
Since bilingual educators typibilingual programs in 2001
cally receive a premium for
were 170% more likely to be
their services, it is in their fireading at or above grade level
nancial interest (and that of
than their bilingual-ed countertheir unions and school adminparts.
The percentage of
istrators) to keep as many limLatino students scoring above
ited-English students as posthe 50 th percentile in reading
sible in bilingual programs.
The proposed new regulaincreased from 21 % in 1998
Ron Unz
to 35% in 2001. Math scores
tions would also delete the curjumped from 27% of Latinos testing above rent law's provision that limited-English
the 50 th percentile in 1998 to 46% in 2001. students spend the first month of each
Under current California law, the par- school year in English-immersion classes
ents of limited-English students must sign before their waivers can take effect.
waivers to keep their children in bilingual
California entrepreneur Ron Unz, who
programs. Prior to the passage of Prop authored Proposition 227 and engineered
227, immigrant children often languished
the passage of a similar law in Arizona in
in bilingual instruction for five years or 2000 (Proposition 203), told National
more, and never fully learned English. Review Online (NRO) that "The combiThese students typically did poorly on tests
(See Success, page 2)

Drumbeat Grows for Universal Preschool
Government daycare renamed 'early childhood education'
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK - The
"Oklahoma Partnership for School Readiness Act," still in committee in the Oklahoma State Senate at this writing, could
be brought before the full Senate and
House some time this year. This bill is
based on the Governor's Task Force on
Early Childhood Education/Care report of
December 2000, which pro-family activists characterize as "nothing less than a
blueprint for a state-run child care, health
care and education system for Oklahoma
children from the womb through age five."
Oklahoma is one of three states (along with New York and Georgia) said to
be "moving toward" universal preschool
for any preschool child whose parents
want it, regardless of income. In Georgia
the program is funded by a state lottery.
According to Education Week (110-02), 22 states currently supplement
the federal Head Start program, 26 states
pay for all-day kindergarten, and 40 states
provide at least some funding for preschool programs. About half of these
states "require family caseworkers or
outreach to families in the form of home
visits as part of the program."
A number of educators, politicians,

organizations, and activists have joined
the crusade for universal preschool,
which many parents and taxpayers regard as government-mandated and government-financed babysitting. The terms
and arguments have changed, but the concept is not new. A push for federally
funded daycare occurred in the late
1980s, which prompted two major national conferences on child care sponsored by the Eagle Forum Education &
Legal Defense Fund. The still-timely lectures - including first-person accounts
of professionals who personally witnessed the damage done to many young
children in institutionalized care - are
available in a book entitled Who Will Rock
the Cradle. (See box, page 4.)
Big Business Backing
The Committee for Economic Development (CED) - a non-partisan
group of business and education leaders
- issued a report on Feb. 5, 2002 entitled Preschool for All: Investing in a
Productive and Just Society, which recommends "free, high quality preschool
education for all children age three and
over who have not yet entered kindergarten." This report envisions "a strong

state/federal partnership as the most timely
and equitable means of accomplishing the
goal of universal access to preschool."
Preschool for All urges the federal government to create a new federal-to-state
grant program for lower-income families,
to help states build early education infrastructures to provide access for all children, and to create a new, independent
body to certify acceptable standards for
early education.
The CED estimates that, when fully
implemented, free part-day, part-year preschool programs for all children aged three
and up will cost at least $25 to $35 billion
over current spending levels, with additional investments needed to improve staff,
facilities, technical assistance, and monitoring. This burden would fall on the taxpayers.
Big Foundation Support
Foundations are also jumping on the
universal preschool bandwagon. A typical strategy of big foundations is to spend
their tax-exempt funds to initiate large
projects to be funded by the taxpayers.
The Philadelphia-based Pew Charitable Trusts recently announced a grantmaking program for preschool education.
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According to Education Week (2-6-02),
Pew has already awarded $5.3 million "to
found the National Institute for Early Education Research" at Pennsylvania's
Rutgers University. Pew grants will help
finance an "advocacy center" to build
public support for state and federal early
childhood education programs, and the
foundation has pledged to help establish a
network of nonprofit organizations in
other states to promote the growth and
expansion of local preschool programs.
Early last fall, the David and Lucile
Packard Foundation of Los Altos, CA released a report called "Caring for Infants
and Toddlers," which promotes early
childhood learning and development.
According to this report, "quality" child
care for infants and toddlers contributes
to school readiness, and state and federal
policymakers should support efforts to
improve care. ( Goals 2000 's first of eight
goals reads: "All children will start school
ready to learn.")
In 1994, the Carnegie Foundation issued a report called "The Quiet Crisis,"
which proclaimed that "Our nation's children under the age of three and their farni(See Preschool, page 3)
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Governor Jeb Bush has introduced
a phonics reading initiative for K12 students called "Just Read,
Florida!' The plan follows the framework established by the congressionally-mandated 2000 National Reading
Panel report, which outlines five essential components of elementary
reading instruction: 1) phonemic
awareness, 2) phonics instruction, 3)
fluency, 4) vocabulary and, 5) text
comprehension, Bush's plan calls for
new textbooks and other materials, and
teacher training, New elementary
school teachers will be required to take
at least 12 semester hours of reading
course work in order to be certified,
The National Council for Accreditation of Teacher
Education
(NCATE) includes "sexual orientation" in its definition of"diversity."
NCATE accredits roughly half of
America's teacher training programs,
making it the largest organization of
its kind in the US, According to Robert Holland, writing in the Feb, 2002
issue of Education Matters, a publication of the Association of American Educators, four of the six NCATE
standards involve multicultural diversity and the fifth standard includes
sexual orientation, "The NCATE standards repeatedly emphasize the necessity for teacher trainers and future
teachers to exhibit the correct 'dispositions' with regard to diversity,"
Holland stated,
A Connecticut
state legislator
agrees to km a controversial
homeschooling bill. Nearly 1,000
homeschool supporters flooded the
state Capitol in March for a hearing
on the bill, and legislators were bombarded with negative telephone and
email messages. The legislation would
have required parents to notify the
state of their homeschooling plans,
including details about subjects and
instruction schedules, Parents would
also have been forced to have their
children's performance assessed by
an independent source, In the wake
of the opposition, state Rep, Cameron
Staples, co-chair of the Connecticut
legislature's Education Committee,
promised to recom.mend that the proposal be dropped.
Education Reporter (ISSN 0887-0608)
is published monthly by Eagle Forum
Education & Legal Defense Fund with
editorial offices at 7800 Bonhomme
Ave,, St Louis, MO 63105, (314) 7211213,fax (314) 721-3373, Editor: Sue
Kunstmann, The views expressed in this
newsletter are those of the persons
quoted and should not be attributed to
Eagle Forum Education & Legal Deense Fund, Annual subscription $25.
Back issues available @ $2, Periodicals postage paid at Alton, Illinois,
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nation of these two changes would essentially reestablish California's system of
bilingual education for 1,5 million students," Unz called the state board's action "a stunning political development"
and accused board members of trying to
nullify the law approved by the voters,
Unz is currently spearheading campaigns
to place measures on the ballot in November that would end bilingual education in Colorado and in Massachusetts,
After the proposed California School
Board regulations became public, a spate
of news articles criticized the action,
US News (2-8-02) hailed Proposition 227
as "a resounding success" and stated:
"Opportunities are being opened up for
hundreds of thousands of young Americans, The effects on millions of lives and on the quality oflife in the nation as a
whole - are incalculable,"
US News suggested that California
Governor Gray Davis tell the State Board
of Education "not to overturn a policy
that was passed by the voters," while
NRO observed that California Republicans
"have just been handed a fantastic new
issue to use against the Democrat incumbent"
NRO accused the "bilingual-ed establishment" of trying to get "limited-English
children back in its clutches, where it
would condemn them to a mis-education
lasting for years - and with consequences lasting for lifetimes,"
In a related development, Boston Uni-

_

versity political science professor Christine H, Rossell recently announced the
results of a new study on Proposition 227
which shows that school districts have
been "inconsistent" in carrying out its provisions, "Schools have implemented a lot
of Proposition 227 but they've subverted
a lot of it," Rossell told Education Week
(3-6-02),
Rossell explained that districts have
circumvented the law by choosing children for bilingual programs and then persuading parents to sign waivers after the
fact, by offering Spanish literacy lessons
in English immersion classes, and by allowing parents to mail in waivers instead
of delivering them in person, She found
that some limited-English children were
placed in English immersion classes without receiving any special help at alL
Rossell's research convinced her that
English immersion is more effective than
bilingual education, which she admits is
"an unpopular stance among academics,''
She has accepted a position with Ron
Unz's organization, English for the Children, in an effort to help the pro-English
immersion initiative in Massachusetts,
Rossell visited several California
school districts with large immigrant
populations as well as analyzing state Department of Education data, English immersion advocates wonder how much
higher test scores would be if, assuming
her conclusions are correct, the law were
more scrupulously followed?
,;S

'Lewd & Lascivious' Diversity Materials
SACRAMENTO, CA- On Jan, 16,
California AssemblymanDennis Mountjoy
introduced AB 1326 in the Assembly
Education Committee, The measure
consists of a nine-word statement: !
"The promotion of homosexuality in
·
public education is prohibited,''
Mountjoy held a hearing to inform
committee members, the public and the
press about what he had discovered in
materials approved for use by elementary
through high school students in the Los
Angeles Unified SchoolDistrict's (LAUSD)
"diversity" curriculum He described these
materials as "sexually explicit" and "inappropriate," and read excerpts before the
committee from a few of the selections,
He offered AB 1326 as a remedy,
Later, he told WorldNetDaily (1-2302) that "The material is being put forward under the guise of tolerance and diversity, but it's lewd and lascivious , , ,
and is darn embarrassing, Here I sit in
my office reading my porn, It made me
tum red, and I don't easily turn red,''
Among the materials are Young, Gay
& Proud by AlyCat Books (Alyson Publications), After the Ball by Marshall Kirk
and Hunter Madsen, One Teenager in J 0,
Alyson Publications, and Looking At Gay
and Lesbian Life by Warren Blumenfeld
and Diane Raymond,
Mountjoy pointed out that "California reading scores for the 8th grade are
32ndout of 36 states nationwide, Math
scores are tied with Alabama for 3Yhout
of 40 states, Science scores are abysmaL Public schools need to teach read-

ing, writing, math, and science, not spend
valuable time and resources promoting homosexuality,"
WorldNetDaily printed this ex· 1 cerpt from Young, Gay & Proud:
. ·• "There are lots of ways for gay men
· to have enjoyable sex, , , It's up to
you to find what you like and how you
like to do it , , ,'' (The remainder of the
quote is too explicit to be included here.)
"The book's author goes on to provide
explicit details of how' gay men can make
love,'" states WorldNetDaily, adding that
these details are "profanity-laced,''
Another book, One Teenager in 10:
Writings by Gay & Lesbian Youth, contains a 16-year-old girl's first-person account of her sexual encounter at the age
of 12 with her 23-year-old dance teacher,
The girl praises her teacher for bringing
her "out" and for the three-year relationship that followed, This "very conservative Baptist" girl later explains that her
parents "do not know or suspect"
At the hearing, Mountjoy challenged
parents and school board members "to
review these books and decide if they are
appropriate for our children, If you have
trouble finding them," he advised, "contact the LAUSD, They can give you the
names of the 'adult' bookstores they recommended in their 'Models of Pride H'
reading list"
Despite Mountjoy's evidence, Assembly Education Committee members defeated AB 1326 on a partisan vote, Republicans voting yes and Democrats voting no,
~
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BookoftheMonth

Hollow Kids: Recapturing the Soul
of a Generation Lost to the Self-Esteem Myth, by Laura L Smith, Ph.D.,
and Charles ff Elliott, Ph.D, Random
House, 2001, 255 pps,, $24.95
In this electrifying new book, Drs,
Smith and Elliott show how the selfesteem movement, which has spanned
nearly half a century, has resulted in a
generation of children in crisis,
Instead of creating happy, well-adjusted children, an alarming number are
depressed and anxious, with many engaging in destructive behaviors including sexual promiscuity, drug and alcohol abuse, violence and suicide, Kids
today are 10 times more
likely to be depressed
than they were a generation ago, the authors report, and suicide rates
among teens have tripled,
One study found that
,,,,-,.,.,,,,,,,,
..,,,,,,.u, ..,,,.,.1 today's "normal" kids
suffer the same degree of anxiety that a
group of hospitalized kids did in 1957,
Hollow Kids describes how mental
health professionals and educators
came to wrongly proclaim increased
self-esteem as a panacea for human
problems and how they "accumulated
an arsenal of weapons for combating
low self-esteem, recruiting teachers
and parents to aid in the fight" Textbooks and curricula were rewritten to
enhance self-esteem, sacrificing academics in the process, To illustrate, the
authors cite the 49-point drop in verbal SAT scores between 1960 and
2000, and the drop in total SAT scores
of 56 points during that time period,
Smith and Elliott point out that the
self-esteem movement "has flourished
in spite of the lack of scientific data to
support it" Research conducted over
the past decade reveals exactly the opposite of prevailing wisdom, indicating that the roots of violence and delinquency are found in overly positive,
inflated self-esteem
In conducting their research, Smith
and Elliott personally interviewedyoung
people in shopping malls and other public venues, Although most of the children reported feeling quite good about
themselves, even the most thoughtful
"had trouble being specific when asked
about values,"
Hollow Kids offers practical steps
to giving children a healthy, fundamental understanding of who they are and
what they can accomplish, "By parents reclaiming their position of authority and educators reestablishing a leadership role and lost standards of excellence," the authors write, "we can fill
this generation and those to come with
a healthy understanding of themselves
and their society,"
Prima Communications, 3000 Lava
Ridge Ct, Roseville, CA 95661, 916/
787-7000, www.primapublishing.com
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appointed a Task Force on Voluntary Access to Universal Preschool with the goal
of developing, by the start of this year, a
five-year plan with cost estimates for access to preschool for all three- and fouryear-oldso Last summer, Washington,
DOC City Councilman Kevin Chavous
made headlines when he
proposed his Compulsory School Attendance
Teachers Union Support
Amendment Act, which
The teachers unions enthusiastically
,
would have required
support universal preschooL The National
three- and four-yearEducation Association (NEA) re-adopts
a resolution every year titled "Early Child- olds to attend schooL
hood Educationo" It reads in part: "The During his failed presidential bid in 2000,
National Education Association supports
Darcy Olsen
early childhood education programs in the former Vice President
Al Gore vigorously supported the conpublic schools for children from birth
through age eight The Association also cept His campaign set "high-quality,
universal preschool, available to every
believes that early childhood education
child in every family" as a goal for the
programs should include a full continuum
of services for parents/guardians and chil- opening decade of the 21 st centuryo
But as Cato Institute director of edudren, including child care, child development, developmentally appropriate and cation and child policy Darcy Ann Olsen
diversity-based curricula, special educa- pointed out in Human Events (9-01-00),
even Edward Zigler, one of the founders
tion, and approof Head Start and a longtime academic
priate bias- free
Many prurents
advocate of preschool programs, stated
screening deand
taxpayers
in 1987 (during the late 1980s push for
vices"
regard
federal babysitting): "This is not the first
These
protime universal preschool education has
grams must be
universal
available to all
preschool as been proposed OOOThe arguments in favor of preschool were that it would rechildren on an
governmentduce school failure, lower dropout rates,
equal basis and
mandated
increase test scores, and produce a genshould include
eration of more competent high school
mandatory kinand financed
graduates" 0 0 Preschool education will
dergarten with
babysitting.
achieve none of these results.''
compulsory
Reality Check
attendanceo"
Olsen stated in her report, "Univer(See Education Reporter, Augo 200L)
Last summer, the American Federa- sal Preschool is No Golden Ticket," (2tion ofTeachers (AFT) also called on fed- 9-99) that early intervention programs can
eral and state governments to make a com- boost children's test scores, but those
gains wash out within a few years of exmitment to universal public preschooL
AFT President Sandra Feldman told AFT iting the programs" She referenced the
members at the union's biennial meeting
thorough analysis of Head Start conin July that the Head Start program should ducted in 1997 by the UOSOGeneral
be used as a rnodeL She estimated the Accounting Office (GAO), which recost of such an endeavor to be about $41 viewed more than 600 studies and other
billion, and recommended that a combi- documentso The GAO concluded that the
nation of federal and state funds pay for body of research on Head Start was "inthe program,
sufficient" to draw conclusions about the
The AFT has been promoting univer- national program's success or failure"
In her 12-page policy brief, "Bluesal education for three-year-olds at least
since 19750 Newspaper reports on its print for a Nanny State" (April 2001),
convention in Honolulu that year correctly which specifically addresses the Oklahoma "Governor's Task Force" report,
identified one of the purposes as creating
more jobs for teachers by opening the Olsen observed that by the time Head Start
public schools to millions of additional
celebrated its 35 th anniversary in 2000, the
program had devoured $44 billion taxchildreno
payer dollars while yielding little or no
Pandering by Politicians
Politicians at all levels of government
measurable benefit Other early learning
support universal preschooL (See Who programs have fared no better, including
Will Rock the Cradle, chapter 18.) At a North Carolina's Smart Start program,
Greenbrier conference in 1998, Demoestablished in 1993, and the new Kidstuff
cratic members of Congress were pre- program in Alabama" (See Education Resented with a paper called "Kids as Poli- porter, Deco 2001, and Who Will Rock
tics" describing how "kids are the best the Cradle, chapter 7.)
In his 2000 report, "Early Generic
vehicle" to get votes"
Educational Intervention Has No EndurSome Governors, including former
North Carolina Governor Jim Hunt, and ing Effect on Intelligence and Does Not
lawmakers from a variety of states have Prevent Mental Retardation," Professor
proposed legislation and established pro- Alfred A Baumeister, Ph,n, former digrams to promote universal preschooL As rector of the Kennedy Center for Research
previously noted, legislation is pending in and Human Development at Vanderbilt University and an expert in early child health
Oklahomao
and development, examined the "thorough
In Illinois, Governor George Ryan

lies are in trouble, and their plight worsens every dayo" Among the suggested
remedies: "Guarantee quality child care
choices for children under three"" The
Clinton Administration quickly embraced
the report, renaming this alleged plight of
young children the "Silent Crisis," and
recommending that government intercede
on their behalf

I

and methodologically sophisticated" Infant Health and Development Program
(IHDP). This comprehensive preschool
program, Baumeister found, "failed to produce any enduring and meaningful effect
on cognitive development, despite claims
that it successfully raised intelligence and
prevented mental retardation""
Last spring, the results of a major
research study of child care and development showed that children who spend
more hours per week in non-parental
child care have more behavior problems,
including aggressive, defiant and disobedient behavior in kindergarteno This
study by the National Institute of Child
Health and Human Development
(NICHD) followed a group of more than
1,300 children in l O different states
through their first seven years of life.
This study also found that, in general,
"family characteristics and the quality of
the mother's relationship with the child
were stronger predictors ofchildren's development than child care factorso"
The results of these studies indicate
that, while early childhood education programs may sometimes improve school
performance in the short-term, there is
no solid proof of long-term gains, and
these programs may be associated with
an increase in behavioral problemso

Why the Push?
Dro David Fo Salisbury, director of the
Center for Educational Freedom, charges
that "those who call for more state funding for preschool-age children ignore one
important fact: American preschool children consistently advanced in IQ and on
kindergarten readiness tests throughout
the 20 th centuryo" Their performance
only declines, he says, as they move up
through grade school and into high
schooL Many critics say this is because
elementary school children are taught by
Whole Language to memorize only a limited number of words and so cannot
sound out the polysyllabic words in books
in the upper grades"
With such dubious benefits and such
tremendous financial costs projected,
why the orchestrated call for mandatory
public preschool?
A report published several years ago
by the Virginia-based, non-profit, nonpartisan Family Foundation called "Universal Child Day Care: The Latest Attack
on the Family,"
asserts that "a
nationwide efThe ultimate
goal of those
fort is underway from the
who promote
highest levels
the 'vi.Ilage'
and reaching
concept is
into every state
mandatory
to impose, at
first, national
preschool.
standards and
controls
on
child daycare, and ultimately, a mandatory, comprehensive, universal preschool
system for all children:'
This report characterizes universal
preschool as more social engineering, and
states that the ultimate goal of those who
promote the "Village" concept is mandatory preschool, as well as mandatory
kindergarten, and even the licensing
and training of parents by the stateo Profamily groups battling state legislation to

establish universal preschool, such as
Oklahoma Eagle Forum, agree" "There
is no evidence that government is better
at raising children, or that parents need
government as a partner," says Bunny
Chambers, president of Oklahoma Eagle
Forumo
Universal preschool or daycare has
been a goal of those who believe in social
engineering ever since the 1970 White
House Conference on Children recommended federally supported public education for "children at age three.'' The
report explained: "Daycare is a powerful
institutiono A daycare program that administers to a child from six months to
six years of age has over 8,000 hours to
teach him values, fears, beliefs, and behaviors"" (See Who Will Rock the Cradle,
po 2490)
The legislation that followed this conference, the 1971 Mondale-Brademas
Comprehensive Child Development bill,
was vetoed by President Richard Nixon"
This idea made a comeback in 1975, and
again in 1988 as the Dodd-Kildee Act for
Better Child Care (ABC bill), but never
became law because the American people
rejected both the concept and the cost of
federal baby-sitting"
NAEYC Connection
While most early education programs
have focused on health and safety standards, the push for universal preschool is
increasingly accompanied by efforts to
standardize academic curricula, and to
require program accreditation and teacher
credentialingo
According to the Family Foundation,
federal Child Care and Development Block
Grants (CCDBG) were established in
1990, putting into place "two key components that allow special interests, rather
than family-based decisions driven by a
free market, to manipulate child care providers"" These two components are (1)
the so-called resource and referral system and (2) the Child Development Associate (CDA) certificate developed by the
National Association for the Education of
Young Children (NAEYC)o (In the welfare reform law passed in 1996, the
CCDBG program was altered and renamed the Child Care Development Fund
(CCDF)o)
Here's how one child care expert described this system: A resource and referral network receives federal grants, and
regulations are written that allow recognition of the credentials of only one private organization" The result is the ability
of the one recognized organization to limit
competition, because referrals stay within
the small circle of those it chooses to accredit Government money allows the
system to function and shuts out competition by other potential resource agencies or accrediting systems" Rates are then
subject to manipulation by those who set
the standards for "quality" including accreditation, which affects training and
curriculumo
Former Ohio and West Virginia Assistant Attorney General Mark Kindt, in
his expose called "Improper Special Interest Influence in Key Contracts: An
Analysis With Preliminary Observations
on the Politicized Agenda in Child Day
Care," explained that the issuance of com-

(See Preschool, page 4)
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plex regulations for daycare licencing
"under the guise of protecting the health
and safety of children" is, in reality, "calculated to restrict entry, limit competition,
reduce access, limit parental choice, and
increase cost."
The NAEYC controls teacher training and daycare center accreditation by
requiring key daycare workers to hold the
two-year CDA certificate (created through
NAEYC's collaboration with community
colleges) before their institutions can be
accredited.
In his book Everybody's Children,
William T. Gormley Jr. writes that "The
CDA program has been closely linked to
Head Start, because Head Start pays for
its teachers to complete the accreditation
process from start to finish, and because
federal law requires that every Head Start
classroom with 20 children must have at
least one teacher with a CDA or an
associate' s degree in early childhood education. As a result, approximately 80%
of all persons with a CDA certificate work
with Head Start."
What Does TEACH teach?
Karen Effrem, M.D., of Minnesota,
a medical doctor and researcher of
children's health, political and educational
issues for the past nine years, states that
the CDA training "teaches a very radical
and dangerous curriculum to teachers and
child care workers who, in tum, use it on
our very youngest and most vulnerable
children."
She has also researched the Teacher
Education and Compensation
Helps
(TEACH) program, which originated in
North Carolina and uses taxpayer dollars
to provide wage supports for daycare
workers and scholarships to gain child
care credentials. TEACH makes scholarships available for the CDA certificate
program.
Dr. Effrem reports that the Minnesota legislature refused to allocate state
funds for TEACH in 2001, but the Minnesota Department of Children, Families
and Leaming (CFL) is implementing the
program anyway with federal grant
money. (In Alabama, TEACH is included
in the Kidstuff program.)
According to Dr. Effrem, TEACH is
part of a national campaign called "Leave
No Child Behind" (as in the 2002 educa-

"'fifi
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tion law). This campaign is spearheaded
by the Children's Defense Fund (CDF)
and "a broad array of charitable and public advocacy groups."
"This is no small campaign," Effrem
asserts.
"The
CDF represents
TheN.AEYC's
one of the most
well-funded
and
~ti-Bias
aggressive proCurriculum'
moters of unipromotes
versal governh.omosexual.m
ment control of
ity, witchpreschool education, includcraft and
mg a govern'diverse'
men t-sanchlstoryto
tioned curricupreschool
lum for kids."
(The CDF was
chndrcna
a major lobbyist
for federally
funded and regulated babysitting in the
late 1980s.)

Bias of the Anti-Bias Curriculum
What is the curriculum? The NAEYC
sets the national standard for what all preschool children must eventually know and
be able to demonstrate. The principles of
its "Anti-Bias Curriculum: Tools for Empowering Young Children" are contained
in the professional guidelines and standards for the CDA credential. According
to Dr. Effrem, these include: "defining
homophobia and discussing homosexuality, engendering a healthy sexual identity and having preschoolers do anatomically-correct drawings," teaching religious
"diversity" by discussing witchcraft, and
teaching history from a "diverse perspective." An entire chapter is devoted to social activism projects with young children.
The Anti-Bias Curriculum was first
exposed in Education Reporter in Feb.
1992, which described the specific targets of the curriculum: "homophobia" and
"discrimination on the basis of family composition." A concerned parent contacted
Education Reporter to relate that she had
received from her child's school a copy
of NAEYC's guidelines for "non- homophobic parenthood," which included
the following recommendations: "l) Don't
try to 'prevent' homosexuality; 2) Don't
worry about homosexual 'conversion'; 3)
Don't react intemperately to children's

questions about and interest in the subject; 4) Don't worry about how to raise a
heterosexual child, worry about how not
to be a homophobic parent"
In June 1993, Education Reporter
described how the Anti-Bias Curriculum
promotes witchcraft
"The Halloween
image of the 'witch,' old, ugly, wicked,
and dressed in black, reflects stereotypes
... [that] powerful women are evil," the
materials stated. These materials also
claimed that witches heal people who are
sick or hurt. Recommended activities for
children included preparing witch's brew.
Following are some excerpts from
NAEYC's current Anti-Bias Curriculum,
courtesy of Dr. Effrem.
Under "Multiculturalism," the definition given for "Whites" states: "All the different national ethnic groups of European
origin who, as a group, are disproportionately represented in the control of the economic, political, and cultural institutions
in the United States." (p.3)
Page 3 carries this definition of"Homophobia": "A
fear and hatred
«our three.,
of gay men and
and fourlesbians backed
up by instituyear-olds are
tional policies
trading their
and power that
sippycups
discriminate
for school
against them."
Page 9 describes
desks."
a "witch healer"
-Darcy
Olsen
table, "where the
children
can
make their own potions."
On the subject of sexual identity, page
53 states: " ... the purpose of these activities is to enable pre-schoolers to develop a clear, healthy sex identity through
understanding that their being a girl or
boy depends on their anatomy, not on what
they like to do." Teachers are instructed
to "Make copies of an outline of a body
as drawn by a preschooler, and in small
groups, ask children to fill in all the body
parts, and to show if the person is a girl
or boy."
Page 8 of a related curriculum, called
"That's Not Fair, A Teachers' Guide to
Activism with Young Children," states:
"Anti-Bias activism has other intrinsic benefits for young children." It includes these
suggested "Activism projects": nurture
self-esteem and empowerment, develop
empathy and appreciation for differences,

In order to be well informed on
the issue of government child
care, now known as "universal
preschool," you need Who Will
Rock the Cradle? edited by Phyllis
Schlafly, a still-timely collection of speeches by
outstanding authorities.
Perhaps author and
economist George Gilder
summed up government
child care best when he
said: "In a new climax of liberal presumption, the same people who paved
the road to hell in America's inner cities want to take care of your small
children. It is an utter outrage."
Available at $10 from Eagle Forum, P.O. Box 618, Alton, IL 62002 or
order on line at www.eagleforum.org.

facilitate critical and problem solving, provide a mental model for children at risk
from bias, and contribute to communitybuilding.
Sippy-Cups or School Desks?
As Cato's Darcy Olsen puts it, our
three- and four-year-olds are "trading their
sippy-cups for school desks." She notes
that four-year-olds in New York and California have already taken seats in public
schools, while "visionary bureaucrats in
Texas and New Jersey have opened public schools to three-year-olds."
Olsen points to the irony of the crusade for mandatory public preschool while
Americans' confidence in public schools
steadily declines, from 58% expressing
"a great deal" of confidence in public
schools in 1973 to 49% with the same
level of confidence in 1988 to 36% in
1999, according to Gallup surveys. Olsen
reports that the non-partisan organization
Public Agenda recently found that, "while
68% of self-identified 'children's advocates' say government policy should move
toward a universal, national child-care
system, only 27% of parents share that
vision."
Oklahoma's Bunny Chambers sums
up the feelings of many concerned parents and taxpaying citizens: "Universal
preschool will increase the dependency
of parents and children on the state. Government has no authority over the care of
infants, toddlers and preschoolers, and
further state intervention is an insult to
free people in a free society."
~
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through the execution of AB 53 7 recommendations,"
said Brad Dacus,
president of PJI. "We intend to aggressively sue every school district that
similarly violates the rights of parents,"
Cootie Shots was co-written by
Mark Rosenthal and Norma Bowles.
Fringe Benefits' online newsletter contains a diary of first-person c:ntries by
Rosenthal called "inoculate this,'' which
some parents might find both disturbing and enlightening. The 4/27/99 en""
try states: "This children's theater for
'us' is bringing all of my shame and
rancid homophobia up t6 the surface
like so many dead bodies. I hate to say
it cause it's just what 'they'd' wantme
to say. 'They' meaning the haters ..
And by even thinking it, I'm afraid
they've won: But it feels like we're
recruiting ... "
With regard to bringing Cootie
Shots into the schools, Rosenthal wrote
on6/18/99: "IAMBURNlNG! Nonna
just told me that those stupid [obscene
noun] are at it again ... [Obscene adjective] parents are posting signs around
the school we're visiting on Monday,
urging people to keep their kids home
to protest the show ... Later that day
the show is canceled. Why? AU I
know is the principal was the victim
oh. hate crime. We're a bunch of[obscene adjective] cowards if we just
slink off into the night This is exactly
what these kids NEED to see. The
HA TE. In living color on their front
lawn ... "
~

